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Coveo (Web Site) http://www.coveo.com/en/default.aspx
“Coveo.s award-winning search applications . Enterprise Search and Enterprise Search
for SharePoint .Help organizations find, understand, and act faster on all information
across the enterprise. Our applications deliver unparalleled accuracy, speed, and
scalability, resulting in clear efficiencies and value to both small medium enterprises
(SMEs) and Fortune 1000 organizations alike.”

FusionBot (Web Site) http://www.fusionbot.com/
“FusionBot enables anyone to configure a search engine for their website in minutes,
without the need to install any software. Offer customized site search, site map, and
reporting solutions for your website today.”

Siderean Releases Seamark Navigator 4.0 1p. EContentMag. 04/25/2006
http://www.econtentmag.com/Articles/ArticleReader.aspx?ArticleID=15604

“Seamark Navigator 4.0 offers several new capabilities for aggregating, navigating, and
visualizing structured and unstructured information: External Search Integration with
Google’s Search Appliance and Oracle’s Secure Enterprise Search; Role-Based Security
to provide security at the facet level by filtering results based on the source of the
information and the role assigned to the user; User Tagging to enable communities of
interest to tag content for reference and enhance the navigational experience for all other
users; Information Management Policies to leverage extraction and taxonomy capabilities
to help organize enterprise information assets and bring together knowledge
management without complexity; Facet-Based Relevancy to enable the user to “boost” a
facet allowing keywords found in that facet to have a higher priority than the same
keywords found in another facet…

X1 Technologies (Web Site) http://www.x1.com/about_us/
“X1 was born out of frustration. We just could not believe that it was easier to find what
you were looking for on the Web than to find an email or a file on your own
computer.”…“X1’s mission today is to change the way corporate information is accessed
and acted upon by end users.”

Barlas, Demir. MediaWiki and Information Sorting 2p. Line56 05/08/2006
http://www.line56.com/articles/default.asp?ArticleID=7590&KeyWords=mediawiki++AND+information++AND+sort
ing

“One of the features that makes MediaWiki applicable to business is its power to easily
index and cross-index records.”
Claburn, Thomas. Yahoo’s Challenge 3p. InformationWeek 02/20/2006
http://www.informationweek.com/story/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=180204048

“But Yahoo is much more than search. It has popular E-mail and instant messaging
applications; social-networking, personals, and photo sites; extensive E-commerce
operations; and news and other forms of content. Yahoo Music was the No. 1 music site
on the Web, with more than 23 million unique visitors a month, according to comScore
Media Metrix…That’s why Yahoo is laboring to find new ways to take advantage of its
vast stores of content, computing horsepower, and employee brainpower.”

CMS Watch. The Enterprise Search Report 500 p. KMWorld 06/01/2006
http://www.kmworld.com/File/Default.aspx?FileID=41

Price: $1,325 (Single User Access); Link goes to Table of Contents
This comprehensive 500+ page report provides 12 to 24 page comparative evaluations of
28 unique enterprise search offerings. It is ideal for those looking to develop an
enterprise search strategy and those considering selecting a search product…
The Enterprise Search Report does not rank “best” vendors, but instead details the
strengths and weaknesses of the various players, identifies their suitability for different
use cases, and isolates vendor tendencies that may influence long-term product
roadmaps

Crosman, Penny. The Perfect Search; Google-style search is all right for some, but an
enterprise search demands a mix of technologies and techniques that lead to better
accuracy. 4p. Intelligent Enterprise 03/01/2006.
http://www.intelligententerprise.com/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=JUTEBNR2TZBAWQSNDLPSKH0CJUNN2JVN?
articleID=177105271&pgno=1

“But where many repositories of non-Web content and documents need to be searched
or critical information must be found quickly, companies need to design searches that
approximate human reasoning…No one product can do this. But by mixing and matching
the latest taxonomy, clustering, and entity, concept and sentiment extraction tools, you
can get close.”

Scott, David Meerman. Tag, I’m It. 1p. EContent 01/01/2006.
http://www.econtentmag.com/Articles/ArticleReader.aspx?ArticleID=14883

“With the number of blogs now in the tens of millions and the availability of niche blogs on
virtually any topic, attention has shifted to the hot space of blog search. The simple truth
is that it isn’t easy to find a blog post on subjects of interest. Some nifty new tagging
features are beginning to make a big difference for users, but the dark side of marketing
may hamper the growth of tags.”

Sureka, Ashish. Making Unstructured Data Findable Using Tagging and Annotation
2p. DM Direct Special Report 05/09/2006.
http://www.dmreview.com/editorial/newsletter_article.cfm?articleId=1054424

“Despite the presence of advanced search engines that can crawl and index a huge
volume of data, a lot of times it happens that a person is not able to find the relevant
information that he or she is looking for… This happens because the content is
searchable but not findable.”

Elaine Alligood, Information Specialist, VA Technology Assessment Program. Favorite:
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/
Lynda Moulton’s Favorite’s:
Google (use for definitions, news, press releases, competitors, partners, technology)
http://www.google.com

Thomas Register (Directory to manufacturers and suppliers)
http://www.thomasnet.com/index.html?WT.mc_t=upd&WT.mc_n=R_205T

(Directory to CAD drawings and schematics) http://cad.thomasnet.com/
MIT Libraries- http://libraries.mit.edu/

Government agencies (NASA - http://www.nasatech.com/ , DoD - http://www.dtic.mil/ ,
DOE – http://www.energy.gov/index.htm )
Professional Society Subscriptions - http://www.ieee.org/portal/site and professional
societies http://www.spiedl.org/
KNovel (Aggregator of expensive scientific and technical reference books)
http://www.knovel.com/knovel2/default.jsp
For Opera Buffs, Metropolitan Opera Database: http://66.187.153.86/archives/frame.htm

Others
Our Exhibitors
Enterprise Search Software: www.autonomy.com
Navigated Search Interface Software: www.siderean.com
Semantic Search Technology: www.semanTxLS.com
Stuff to Find About Our Speakers’ Organizations
Larry Chait: http://www.chaitassociates.com/
Ben Dubrovsky: http://www.library.hbs.edu/
Ben Hyde: http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/WhatIsSimile
Thom Shepard: http://www.ll.mit.edu/
Joe Tragert: http://www.epnet.com/

Finding stuff about KM: http://denham.typepad.com/km/2006/06/km_online_disco.html
Executive guide to Search in Business Week:
http://www.businessweek.com/technology/tc_special/0515execguidetosearch.htm

